Leveraging a Managed Services Strategy in

ENTERPRISE
IMAGING
for OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE and OUTCOMES

Elements for success and a future-proof,
complete enterprise imaging strategy
KE Y TRENDS SHAKING UP
PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS IN IMAGING

CONSOLIDATION
OF THE
PROVIDER
INDUSTRY

GROWING
FOCUS ON
VALUE-BASED
CARE

GROWING STORAGE
NEEDS FOR
STRUCTURED AND
UNSTRUCTURED DATA

TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS WHICH
ENABLE OPTIMAL
CARE AT ALL TIMES

The expanded presence
of large multi-state
networks will shift the
current landscape of about
1,600 multi-state hospital
organizations to
400-600 organizations.1

Automation, simpliﬁcation
of workﬂow and care
coordination to enable
more time spent with
patients and on patient
care for improved
outcomes.

Secure and scalable
storage, enterprise
approach, fast and
ﬂexible access to
applications and
analytics.

Desires for remote
and managed services
solutions for ﬂexible
and preventive
approaches to IT.

PROVIDERS NEED A STRATEGY TO INTEGRATE DISPARATE IT SYSTEMS WHICH STORE
PATIENT DATA IN SILOED ARCHIVES GIVEN M&A AND SYSTEM CONSOLIDATION CREATING
LARGER NETWORKS AND HEALTH SYSTEMS.

CREATING A COMPLETE
VIEW OF THE PATIENT

Lack of a uniﬁed imaging platform
hinders optimal clinical
decision making and patient outcomes.
In many healthcare organizations,
imaging data is stored in silos tethered to
department or modality imaging archives.

Enterprise Imaging harmonizes
diagnostic imaging, reports, and
medical records, enabling providers
to create longitudinal health record
accessible virtually anytime,
anywhere across the enterprise,
creating a complete 360 degree
view of the patient.

Traditional PACS approaches have limitations
in dealing with non-DICOM data, and
interoperability between systems.
New protocols promote assessing the whole
patient via a longitudinal health record including
imaging within the EHR. Digitalization of
specialist imaging has made it more complex
and difﬁcult to store and distribute imaging
content across the enterprise.2
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SERVICES

Standards-based Communications
(DICOM, Web Services…)
GROUP 1

Native DICOM Image Sources

Radiology
• Cardiology
• Orthopedics
• Anesthesiology
• Opthalmology
• OB/GYN
•

Store images
imported via
EHR utilities or
patient portal
into Enterprise
Imaging Platform

Dentistry
• Urology
• Surgery
• Radiation
Oncology
• Others
•

Communications
for viewing
imaging exams
data and metadata

Standards-based Communications
(DICOM, Web Services…)
GROUP 2

GROUP 3

Endoscopes, Microscopes,
In-Room Cameras

Photography, Video Clips,
Mobile Apps, APIs

DIGITAL CAPTURE
SYSTEMS

DICOM WRAP OR XDS
IMPORT SOFTWARE

Operating Rooms
Pathology
• GI
• Video Sources
• Others

Medical Camera Import
Video Clip Import
• Mobile Photo App
• Image Import API
• Others

•

•

•

•

GROUP 4

GATEWAYS

Image Exchange, Inputs
and Outputs

CD Import/Export
Local HIE
• Portals
• Cloud Sharing App
• Others
•
•
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WHAT HAS
GONE WRONG
IN ENTERPRISE
IMAGING?

WRONG
TIMING ON
GOVERNANCE
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Over the last 10 years, provider organizations have made
various mis-steps in their optimal roadmap and journey to shift
to Enterprise imaging. These include misjudging complexity,
process issues, and not selecting solutions which can best scale
and work for them to deliver on the goals of optimal delivery
of care, operational and workﬂow enhancements, cost
improvements, and patient outcomes

USING
MULTIPLE
SUPPLIERS

LACK
OF
SCALABILITY

NOT
STANDARDSBASED

POOR
PRODUCT
SELECTION

CLOUDSHIFT
MISSTEPS

If the Enterprise Imaging architecture and implementation
is not well thought out and caters to only short term needs of
the organization, it can lead to many challenges in the future.

BEING SUCCESSFUL –
A COMPLETE ENTERPRISE IMAGING STR ATEGY
A complete enterprise imaging strategy provides a single source of truth
without the challenges of siloed data
TRULY VENDOR AGNOSTIC,
HARDWARE AND
APPLICATION
INDEPENDENT
PL ATFORM

Standardize imaging
workﬂow and streamline
multi-ology image
management
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Collate and present all
relevant clinical data in
an appropriate context
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Image-enabling the
enterprise: Enterprise
image sharing, viewing
and collaborative tools

Leverage uniﬁed VNA
strategy to break down
organizational silos in a
healthcare enterprise

Future-proof your EI Strategy
• Work with solution provider with expertise across the EI
paradigm vs. at a module level.
•

Institutions have to plan for exponential increase in storage
requirements as more ‘ologies’ become EI-ready.

•

The design philosophy should consider the future plug-in
of clinical and operational analytics applications.

•

EI platform should be AI-ready and should be able to
embed a large number of AI algorithms in the workﬂow
with minimal intervention and disruption.

According to
Frost & Sullivan research,
we are currently in an
acceleration phase for
adoption of cloud-based
imaging informatics
and a-a-S models.3

ENTERPRISE IMAGING –
ON-PREMISE OR CLOUD?

Cloud offers certain distinct advantages as compared to an on-premise model.
Cloud enables as-a-service models wherein the customer pays for every instance of service
usage via an OPEX model, given they do not invest in/own any infrastructure. It frees the client
from the responsibility of maintaining and servicing physical infrastructure. Cloud also offers the
advantage of elasticity that enables organizations to rapidly scale-up and scale-down operations
and pay only for what services are consumed.
“as-a-SERVICE” VS ON-PREMISE MODEL

SaaS (Cloud-based)

On-premise

Expenditure visibility

Client-vendor relationship

Financial efﬁciency

Operation efﬁciency

KPIs monitoring

Strong

Weak

BENEFITS OF ADOPTING CLOUD-BASED IMAGING 3
New
Technologies

Cost
Effectiveness

Patient
Engagement

Elasticity

CLOUD-BASED
ENTERPRISE
IMAGING

Security and
Compliance

Agility

Mobility

COST EFFECTIVENESS
Hospitals adopting cloud imaging have
demonstrated signiﬁcant cost savings in
investments related to IT, hardware and
accessories. Maintenance costs and
system upgrade costs are also saved in
the long run.

MOBILITY
Device-agnostic zero footprint, web based viewing solutions
provide the ﬂexibility to access services through either a
tab, PC, or laptop and run any OS permitting anytime,
anywhere access, overcoming geographic limitations and
not impacting workﬂow.
AGILITY
Adoption of value-based care is a gradual and changing concept.
Investing in on-premise infrastructure without a clear idea on
exact future requirements presents substantial risks. Migrating
to new reimbursement models will be faster in the cloud given
robust security, analytics, and compliance measures built-in.

ELASTICITY
Cloud services can be utilized to the
extent needed without any concerns
about ﬁxed costs. Rapid scaling of
operations is possible without any
investments in infrastructure.

PATIENT ENGAGEMENT
A cloud-based, collaborative platform increases clinician
and patient digital engagement, ensures secure healthcare
communication, reduces referral time, and avoids
unnecessary patient transfers.

SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
Security technologies and their
continuous upgrades are out of reach
for most small to medium hospitals;
migrating to the cloud services brings
these beneﬁts by default.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
A cloud-based EI solution enables providers to best
leverage AI and analytics capabilities which are increasingly
important as healthcare’s digital data expansion and
progression continues.

Teleradiology companies can maintain
access control, manage billing, and
keep an audit trail.

KE Y STEPS IN DRIVING
YOUR ENTERPRISE IMAGING JOURNE Y
CRE ATE strategic imperatives
where leveraging the cloud and
managed services can make a
difference in terms of staff
satisfaction, technology
management, costs, ﬁnancial
goals and outcomes

TA K E S TOCK in the
various challenges
your organization is
facing with its current
imaging IT strategy

STEP

1

LE V E R AG E a vendor
who has strength in
enterprise imaging, cloud,
security and managed
services under the same
roof for optimal synergies
and expertise to carry your
organization forward for
best success and results

STEP

2

STEP

STEP

3

E VA LUATE where
you are in the shift to
a better enterprise
imaging approach

4

STEP

5

A SSE SS what
solution may be
right for you based
on a new approach
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